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for  
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MIAMI, FLORIDA   

for  
FOURTH QUARTER ENDING: December 31st 2016 

 
 
In accordance with Section 73.3526(e) (11) (i) of the Federal Communications Commission’s rules, the following, 
in the opinion of WPXM-TV, are the problems and needs of the community for the period noted above.  They are 
not necessarily listed in order of importance.  Each is identified by significant public affairs and/or public service 
programming in response to these needs. 

 
Issues: 
 
1. Redefine Sense of Normalcy  
2. God Given Talents 
3. Choices In Life 
4. Plan to Decrease Your Family's Stress 
5. Safeguard Action Plan 
6. Creating Life Experiences 
7. The 4 C's 
8. Be Your Very Best 
9. Gifts That Create Memories 
10. Gifting An Experience 
 
 
A detailed summary of each program’s content, including guests, affiliations and date of broadcast is included 
in this report.   
 
 
   
 
"The Rose Lee Archer Show” is a half hour community affairs program covering issues that are important to 
South Florida communities. Common concerns and relevant issues are addressed to bring a sense of awareness 
to the viewing public's understanding of these issues, as they relate to South Florida. 

 
  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WPXM-TV, Miami, Florida  
PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORT 
FOURTH QUARTER, 2016 

 
Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show             Episode: RLP #12-15 
Air Date:            Tuesday, October 4, 2016                   6:00 am 
Topic/Title:  Back to School Volunteer  
Duration:            30 minutes 
Style/Type:            Interview Format 
Source:                     Rose Lee Archer Productions 
Issues Addressed: See Description Below  
Host:   Rose Lee Archer     
Guest(s):  See Guest Summary Description Below 
 
Issue addressed: There’s almost 2.7 million students enrolled in Florida’s public schools. According to a National 
Retail Federation survey the average family with children grades K-12 will spend about $630, on back-to-school 
shopping. The Education Market Association reports last year public school teachers spent $1.6 billion of their 
own money, that’s about $485 of personal money to fund their classroom.   Palm Beach County student and VA 
Medical Center volunteer won a James H. Parke Scholarship Award for $20,000.00. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award Winner and tech & digital lifestyle commentator, offered tips of what 
goes on sale around back to school shopping. Mario presented internet buy in options that give you money 
back on your purchase to empower smart shoppers. 
 
Guest: Janna Robinson, Tech Expert to the stars, as the “Chic Geek,” with her “must have” back-to-school 
supplies. Janna offered tech supplies, security and phone plans that will save you money on existing plans. 
 
Guest: Andrea Brooks, Beauty Guru offered tips to millions of women who need to wake up the kids get them 
dressed, fed, with prepared lunches and out the door and themselves off to work on time. 
 
Guest: Raina Seitel, Emmy Award Winning Host, “Supermom”.  Did you know individual teachers added $485 
of their personal money to fund their classroom?  Investing in your child’s back to school needs will enhance 
their learning experience. 
 
Guest: Jessica Fishman Levinson, Nutritionist & Dietitian, offered how to grocery shop and prepare healthy 
dinner meals for families on the go. The Florida Department of Health states one quarter of today’s families have 
regular dinners together. 
 
Guest: Sharadyanne Salomon is a hard working youth volunteer who loves to learn and serve VA Veterans.  
Her volunteer efforts awarded her with James H. Parke Scholarship Award. 
 
Guest: Velma Hughes, nurse manager of Patient transport at the VA teaches volunteers the patient transport 
process and the core values of the VA Medical Center. 
 
Guest: Wendy Irvin is the Youth volunteer coordinator at the VA in West Palm Beach. 
 
Guest: Mary Philips is the Chief of Volunteer Services at the VA Medical Center, West Palm Beach.  Mary is 
committed to selecting quality volunteers to serve our veterans. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WPXM-TV, Miami, Florida  
PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORT 
FOURTH QUARTER, 2016 

 
Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show             Episode: RLP #13-16 
Air Date:            Tuesday, October 4, 2016              6:30 am 
Topic/Title:  God Given Talents   
Duration:            30 minutes 
Style/Type:            Interview Format 
Source:                     Rose Lee Archer Productions 
Issues Addressed: See Description Below  
Host:   Rose Lee Archer     
Guest(s):  See Guest Summary Description Below 
 
The Florida Department of Elders encourages seniors to develop & maintain healthy lifestyles by maintaining 
an active lifestyle of exercise.  Q1 2016 U.S. Home Flipping Report, revealed an increase of 6.6 % on flips of 
all single family homes & condo sales. Life inspires all forms of art and success is the reward for hard work and 
accomplishments. 
 
Guest: Brian Zehetner, the Director of Health & Fitness at Planet Fitness discussed why seniors need to 
stay active and how exercise has far reaching & positive effects to help boost energy & boosts your mood 
and your memory to be healthy, feel better and feel younger in your golden years. 
 
Guest: Than Merrill former NFL player, TV Host & Author who attributes his success in sports, business and 
investing to coaching and education.  Than educates those who want to invest in real-estate what they need 
to do when flipping property to make a profit. 
 
Guest: Jim Bolin, entrepreneur who created the largest rocking chair in history reaching 56 feet tall and 32 
feet wide. 
 
Guest: Greg Sample, from Fort Myers, Florida is the proud owner of Lizzy a Great Dane the tallest dog living 
who is 7 years old and 37.9 inches high won the record from Guinness’s World record. 
 
Guest: Kevin Scott took this monowheel up to 61.8 miles per hour breaking the world record in monowheel 
speed. 
 
Guest: Brad & Jen Campbell broke the world’s record of the longest monster truck owners, who built the 
monster truck that measures 32 feet long with 13 passenger seats to carry large gang of monster truck 
enthusiasts.    
 
Guest: Tamela Mann Grammy-nominated artist, actress, businesswoman, wife & mother, role model and 
much more discusses her energy & discipline that juggles it all, while enjoying the journey along the way.  It 
takes a strong woman to follow her dreams & work hard at finding success using her God given talents.    
 
Guest: Emeril Lagasse, Chef TV Personality, author, entrepreneur and philanthropist. Emeril believes “If you 
don’t follow your dream who will.” Emeril traveled a culinary journey in Eat the World new adventures with 
Master Chef Friends of the food world from China, Spain, Italy, Sweden, Cuba and South Korea on a global 
culinary journey. This project made Emeril’s dreams come true. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WPXM-TV, Miami, Florida  
PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORT 
FOURTH QUARTER, 2016 

 
Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show             Episode: RLP #15-15 
Air Date:            Thursday, October 6, 2016                   6:00 am 
Topic/Title:  Redefine Sense of Normalcy  
Duration:            30 minutes 
Style/Type:            Interview Format 
Source:                     Rose Lee Archer Productions 
Issues Addressed: See Description Below  
Host:   Rose Lee Archer     
Guest(s):  See Guest Summary Description Below 
 
Issue addressed: National Science Day tapped into students STEM skills of law of gravity to solve the 
everyday problem of distracted drivers. Pro-energy policies could fuel our economy by over 2 million U.S jobs 
and $443 billion dollars per year.  Understanding our body’s four common health conditions could save you 
$500.00 a year. Over 4 million Floridians are caregivers to family members or friends. 
 
Guest: Meredith Sinclair, Education Specialist, Toy Commentator & Columnist help stimulate a child’s interest 
in programming, & learn to interact & socialize. 
 
Guest Leland Melvin Former Astronaut & Jennifer Sirangelo, President & CEO of the National 4-H Council 
shared the excitement of the students working on Motion Commotion to learn more about physics, speed and 
safety. 
 
Guest: Louis Finkel, Executive Vice President of the American Petroleum Institute and South Florida resident 
share a study that found pro energy policies will lower average annual household energy costs & save about 
$360 per household. 
 
Guest:  Jackie Aube, offered simple ways to improve 4 conditions in life to know more about your body to help 
you save money on health coverage. 
  
Guest: Dr. John Sabra, practicing general & trauma surgeon discussed challenges faced by caregivers who 
provide unpaid care to Adults with chronic conditions and disabilities who are living at home more than ever 
before. 
 

Guest: Dr. Katie Rodan & Dr. Kathy Field practicing Dermatologists and Co-authors of Write Your Skin a 
Prescription for Change. The doctors shared simple lifestyle changes to improve the appearance and health of 
your skin. 
  
Guest: Joan Lunden, Advocate and Breast Cancer Survivor shared her passionate message on the 
devastating moment when you hear you have breast cancer and offered the Good Day Project resources in 
your community to help you create a sense of normalcy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WPXM-TV, Miami, Florida  
PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORT 
FOURTH QUARTER, 2016 

 
Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show             Episode: RLP #14-16 
Air Date:            Thursday, October 6, 2016                   6:30 am 
Topic/Title:  Creating Life Experiences  
Duration:            30 minutes 
Style/Type:            Interview Format 
Source:                     Rose Lee Archer Productions 
Issues Addressed: See Description Below  
Host:   Rose Lee Archer     
Guest(s):  See Guest Summary Description Below 
 
More than 1 million Americans are reported to be living with psoriatic arthritis (PSA), a painful, debilitating, & 
chronic autoimmune disease often underreported and misdiagnosed.  Heroin and Opioids jump in overdose 
cases in Florida, Palm Beach County jumped 75% in the third quarter of 2016, with 1,246 opioid-related 
overdoses including 14 fatal overdoses. Over 2.5 million Americans are opioid dependent.   
 
Guest: Jennifer MacDougall, award winning celebrity hairstylist guides us through trends in the latest fall 
fashion colors and hairstyles. Jennifer offers tips to have the wow factor in hair to nails embracing the most 
vibrant rich colors to help pop the over 1 million selfies taken each day to post on social media. 
 
Guest: Sydne Summer top fashion expert blogger and show host, offered up trending online personal styling 
services to get your fashion trends in style with your favorite colors and accessories. Sydne offered solutions to 
inspire and achieve a new fall look on a budget. 
 
Guest: Joey Fortman, founder of Reality Moms.com is in the business of giving real moms real advice they can 
use. As a mom of two kids of her own, Joey knows how tough it can be to integrate learning into play at all 
stages. Joey offered creative ideas for kids from preschool to middle school age kids, to make learning, and all 
aspects of their day, more fun. 
 
Guest: Dr. Madelaine Feldman, of The Rheumatology Group, discussed the signs & symptoms of psoriatic 
arthritis to create awareness of the resources available through the National Psoriasis Foundation. 
 
Guest: Christina T. shared her personal experience living with the disease including the physical and emotional 
impact. More than 1 million Americans are reported to be living with psoriatic arthritis, a painful, debilitating, & 
chronic autoimmune disease often underreported and misdiagnosed.   
 
Guest: Timothy Lepak, president of the non-profit organization The National Alliance of Advocates for 
Buprenorphine discussed the growing problem of the 2.5 million Americans who are opioid dependent. Dr. 
Richard Soper, who has treated, mentored & counseled for over eighteen years drug dependent patients in 
private practice.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WPXM-TV, Miami, Florida  
PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORT 
FOURTH QUARTER, 2016 

 
Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show             Episode: RLP #11-15 
Air Date:            Tuesday, October 11, 2016                   6:00 am 
Topic/Title:  Ignite Your Financial Future  
Duration:            30 minutes 
Style/Type:            Interview Format 
Source:                     Rose Lee Archer Productions 
Issues Addressed: See Description Below  
Host:   Rose Lee Archer     
Guest(s):  See Guest Summary Description Below 
 
Florida's also becoming a technology hot spot. The Sunshine State has over 21,500 IT firms the largest based 
in Tampa.  Florida ranks #3 in IT, behind Texas and California. Nearly 100 million tourists visited Florida and 
for every 85 tourists it creates one job. This year Americans will travel-by-land, taking over 870,526,000 trips. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award Winner and Tech & Digital Lifestyle Commentator, offered tech and 
games to keep the family entertained. 
 
Guest: Katie Linendoll, Emmy Award Winning TV Host and Technology Expert shared tech to help kids 10+ up 
learn technology and problem solving. Also, teaching kids responsibilities to help with chores. 
 
Guest: Ereka Vetrini, TLC Host said no matter if you’re driving or flying …everyone needs time off to get away 
for some summer fun and plan how to have summer fun and keep everyone safe in the sun.   
 
Guest: John Sweeney, Executive Vice President at Fidelity Investments shared the findings of a New Survey 
about couples and retirement. According to the Census American Community Survey the average Median 
Household income in Florida is almost 47,000 … that is almost $2300 less than the national average. 
 
Guest: Kyle Golden an energy expert offered energy efficiency tips to help save energy mostly during the hot 
summer months. Florida Energy Efficiency and Conservation Act emphasizes reducing growth rates of 
weather-sensitive peak demand, reducing and controlling the growth rates of electrical demand in Florida.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WPXM-TV, Miami, Florida  
PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORT 
FOURTH QUARTER, 2016 

 
Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show             Episode: RLP #08-16 
Air Date:            Tuesday, October 11, 2016                 6:30 am 
Topic/Title:  Prevention to Avoid Risk       
Duration:            30 minutes 
Style/Type:            Interview Format 
Source:                     Rose Lee Archer Productions 
Issues Addressed: See Description Below  
Host:   Rose Lee Archer     
Guest(s):  See Guest Summary Description Below 
 
The Labor Department predicts that tech jobs will grow faster than the average for all jobs at a rate of 12% this 
decade.  30% of Americans actually feel comfort & calmness in their own bedrooms. The majority of seniors 
take 5 or more prescription medications daily creating a medication management issue.  The American Cancer 
Society estimates this year there will be 76,380 cases of melanoma diagnosed in the US.    
 
Guest: Katie Linendoll., Emmy Award Winning TV Host and Technology Expert, offered the newest cool tech 
gadgets and gear.  The labor Department predicts that tech jobs will grow faster than our obsession with tech 
possible. The Labor Department predicts that tech jobs will grow faster than all average for all jobs at a rate of 
12 % this decade. 
 
Guest: Elizabeth Mayhew, Consumer Expert, Author & Decorator share the results of a new sleep survey. 
National Institute on health reports, sleep plays a vital role in good health & well-being. According to a recent 
survey, less than 30% of Americans actually feel comfort & calmness in their own bedrooms. 
 
Guest: Kyle Decker, Simple Meds Pharmacist discusses Medication Management and the challenging serious 
risks associated with not managing them correctly, including potential overdoses, missed medications and 
adverse drug interactions.   
 
Guest: Dr. Jonathan Zager, Surgical Oncologist, Director of Regional Therapies and Chair of Graduate Medical 
Education as Professor of Surgery, Moffitt Cancer Center, Tampa. Florida. Dr. Zagar explained the forms of 
Melanoma and the most common types of cancers among young adults ages 20-39 that accounts for 90% of 
Skin Cancer related deaths. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WPXM-TV, Miami, Florida  
PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORT 
FOURTH QUARTER, 2016 

 
Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show             Episode: RLP #13-15 
Air Date:            Thursday, October 13, 2016   6:00 am 
Topic/Title:  Plan to Decrease Your Family’s Stress       
Duration:            30 minutes 
Style/Type:            Interview Format 
Source:                     Rose Lee Archer Productions 
Issues Addressed: See Description Below  
Host:   Rose Lee Archer     
Guest(s):  See Guest Summary Description Below 
 
According to the Insurance Information Institute, damages from severe weather; hurricanes, fires, tornadoes, 
floods, earthquakes & winter storms cost $29 billion per year. FEMA & Ready.GOV offer resources to get a 
Family Emergency Preparedness Plan. Nearly 1 in 5 --parents rated their own stress levels at a maximum 10 
out of 10. Florida Department of Juvenile Justice public safety and delinquency in Florida are trending down in 
the past two years. 
 
Guest: Ereka Vitrini discussed time saving survival tips. WebMD Stress in Children Consumer Survey found 1 
in 5 parents rated their stress level at 10 out of 10. The American Academy of Pediatrics reports “A child’s 
stress can increase along with family stress if not recognized.” 
 
Guest: Dr. Marcia Brose, Associate Professor of Otorhinolaryngology and thyroid cancer patient Victoria 
Ballesteros offered the truth & myths about Thyroid Cancer. 
 
Guest: Jeanne Salvatore, VP, Chief Communications Officer & Consumer spokesperson for Public Affairs at 
the Insurance Information Institute. More renters live in Miami then other parts of Florida and need flood 
insurance. Jeanne offered an insurance check list and free resources. 
 
Guest: Ready.gov government footage was shared to promote Family Emergency Plan on to organize 
family information and help you develop a plan that will work for you. 
 
Guest: Craig Fugate past Director of Florida's Division of Emergency Management now Administrator of the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency, FEMA, offered resources and support to help Florida viewers get 
past Hurricane Season. 
 
Guest: Phylicia Rashad offers her celebrity status to advance and improve the lives of our youth through 
Florida’s AMI kids. The organization headquartered in Tampa works in partnership with youth agencies, 
local communities and families to offer troubled youth the support they need. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WPXM-TV, Miami, Florida  
PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORT 
FOURTH QUARTER, 2016 

 
Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show             Episode: RLP #12-16 
Air Date:            Thursday, October 13, 2016                  6:30 am 
Topic/Title:  Safeguard Action Plan  
Duration:  30 minutes 
Style/Type:  Interview Format 
Source:                  Rose Lee Archer Productions 
Issues Addressed: See Description Below  
Host:   Rose Lee Archer   
Guest(s):  See Guest Summary Description Below 
 
The Florida Department of Education is committed to ensuring all students are educated in a safe & Healthy 
Environment.  Ask your child’s teacher what’s actually required to get your child organized to function for 
academic success.  Rheumatoid Arthritis is the leading cause of disability – more than heart disease, cancer or 
diabetes – affecting over 50 million Americans at a cost of $128 billion annually. The Center for Disease 
Control defines lice are parasitic insects that can be found on people's heads, & bodies affecting millions of 
children between ages of 3 & 11 who contract head lice each year. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award winner and tech & digital lifestyle commentator, helps parents start the 
school year off on the right track with the best essential school supplies. 
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly,  Emmy Award winner and consumer technology journalist shared her resources to 
eliminate the guesswork in back to school shopping ask your child’s teacher ahead of time what’s actually 
required to get your child organized to function for academic success.  
 
Guest: Ereka Vetrini, TLC Host, shared important must-haves from her back to school survival guide. Nutrition 
and clean healthy habits will keep your whole family healthier and safer. 
 
Guest: Jennie Garth, actress and arthritis advocate, shared her child’s battle against Rheumatoid Arthritis an 
inflammatory disease that causes pain, swelling, stiffness, & loss of function in the joints, affecting over 52 
million Americans. 
 
Guest: Wendy Wright, Nurse Practitioner, discussed the importance of having an action plan and treatment 
ready just in case your child comes home with head lice. Children between ages of 3 & 11 who contract head 
lice each year. Human lice survive by feeding on human blood. 
 
Guest: Jeanne M. Salvatore, SVP, Chief Communications Officer, & Consumer spokesperson Insurance 
Information Institute discussed how to submit for a claim to get your money back fast and the importance of 
knowing the right questions to ask before you purchase insurance.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WPXM-TV, Miami, Florida  
PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORT 
FOURTH QUARTER, 2016 

 
Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show             Episode: RLP #14-15 
Air Date:            Tuesday, October 18, 2016                  6:00 am 
Topic/Title:  Giving Time or Talents  
Duration:  30 minutes 
Style/Type:  Interview Format 
Source:                  Rose Lee Archer Productions 
Issues Addressed: See Description Below  
Host:   Rose Lee Archer   
Guest(s):  See Guest Summary Description Below 
 
Issue The public can check a charity that solicits in the State of Florida and how they spend their donations 
by contacting the Florida Department of Agriculture.  According to the Florida Department of Health about 
1700 Floridians died of Liver Cancer last year. Technology can improve your productivity and quality of life 
and save money. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Technology and Digital lifestyle expert stressed that organization is key to keeping 
the stress down and the productivity up.  There are ways to get technology for a fraction of the price by 
upgrading and swapping out your old devices. 
 
Guest: Jill Cataldo, coupon expert shared a new App that helps you discover the best prices in over 800 
retailers, by comparing the best sales price. 
 
Guest: Sandra Lee, Lifestyle Expert shared how to create tasty meals to our family with some interesting 
and tasty options for quick easy wholesome meal solutions. 
 
Guest: Pam Brewer, “Cheesemonger” and expert in cheese tastes and pairing of cheeses, fruits and 
beverages and Craig Culver co-founder of Culver’s restaurants help Floridians up our “curd I.Q.” for National 
Cheese Curd Day. 
 
Guest: Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, Consumer Hotline helps the public check 
out whether or not a charitable organization is properly registered. You can also find out how that 
organization spends their donation. In 2014, Macy’s department stores donated over 27 million dollars to 
about 6,000 nonprofit organizations.  
 
Guest: DR. Myron Schwartz, Director of Liver Surgery, Mount Sinai Medical Center & Thomas Nealon III, 
National Board Chair and Chief Executive Officer, American Liver Foundation from Miami discussed the 
increase in Liver cancer the sixth most common cancer in the world and the second most common- cause of 
death from cancer worldwide. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WPXM-TV, Miami, Florida  
PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORT 
FOURTH QUARTER, 2016 

 
Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show             Episode: RLP #11-16 
Air Date:            Tuesday, October 18, 2016   6:30 am 
Topic/Title:  Proactive Students Get Involved 
Duration:            30 minutes 
Style/Type:            Interview Format 
Source:                     Rose Lee Archer Productions 
Issues Addressed: See Description Below  
Host:   Rose Lee Archer     
Guest(s):  See Guest Summary Description Below 
 
65 % of Florida High School Graduates will pursue postsecondary education beginning at a Florida College.  
The Florida Department of Education is committed to ensuring all students are educated in a safe and healthy 
environment. The FDA recently passed federal legislation that genetically modified foods will be labeled on 
the food bought at the grocery store.  
 
Guest: Katie Linendoll Emmy Award Winning TV Host and Technology Expert offered tech must haves and 
clothing gear. The National Retail Federation reports, American parents with kids in kindergarten through 12th 
grade will shell out $24.9 billion. Katie shared awesome must haves from laptops to cool tech and gear for 
students of all ages. 
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly, Emmy Award™ winner and consumer technology journalist, offered super cool tips to 
turn a dorm room into a cozy tech-ed out retreat. Offering tips from parents dealing with Empty nest blues to 
kids who need alternatives to asking parents everyday questions.  
 
Guest: Charles Best, Founder & CEO of “Donors Choose Dot Org”, discussed and a new one million-dollar 
fund for “environmental education.”  A recent poll found the majority of today’s tweens and teens believe it’s 
their job to fix the environment, and teachers across the country are revising lesson plans to help fix the 
environment.    
 
Guest: Ann O’Leary… AKA Alice in Dairyland, is Wisconsin’s Agriculture Ambassador, and Quinn Adkins, 
Culver’s director of menu development, offered the history of frozen custard and the results of a study 
conducted by the American Psychological Association, which found people who prefer sweet to savory flavors 
are more “agreeable” –cooperative, compassionate and amicable.  
  
Guest: Connie Diekman, Former President Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics discussed the debate around 
genetically modified foods.  Recently passed federal legislation now means that we will soon see more GMO 
labels on the food that you buy at the grocery store. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WPXM-TV, Miami, Florida  
PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORT 
FOURTH QUARTER, 2016 

 
Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show             Episode: RLP #15-15 
Air Date:            Thursday, October 20, 2016                   6:00 am 
Topic/Title:  Redefine Sense of Normalcy  
Duration:            30 minutes 
Style/Type:            Interview Format 
Source:                     Rose Lee Archer Productions 
Issues Addressed: See Description Below  
Host:   Rose Lee Archer     
Guest(s):  See Guest Summary Description Below 
 
Issue addressed: National Science Day tapped into students STEM skills of law of gravity to solve the 
everyday problem of distracted drivers. Pro-energy policies could fuel our economy by over 2 million U.S jobs 
and $443 billion dollars per year.  Understanding our body’s four common health conditions could save you 
$500.00 a year. Over 4 million Floridians are caregivers to family members or friends. 
 
Guest: Meredith Sinclair, Education Specialist, Toy Commentator & Columnist help stimulate a child’s interest 
in programming, & learn to interact & socialize. 
 
Guest Leland Melvin Former Astronaut & Jennifer Sirangelo, President & CEO of the National 4-H Council 
shared the excitement of the students working on Motion Commotion to learn more about physics, speed and 
safety. 
 
Guest: Louis Finkel, Executive Vice President of the American Petroleum Institute and South Florida resident 
share a study that found pro energy policies will lower average annual household energy costs & save about 
$360 per household. 
 
Guest:  Jackie Aube, offered simple ways to improve 4 conditions in life to know more about your body to help 
you save money on health coverage. 
  
Guest: Dr. John Sabra, practicing general & trauma surgeon discussed challenges faced by caregivers who 
provide unpaid care to Adults with chronic conditions and disabilities who are living at home more than ever 
before. 
 

Guest: Dr. Katie Rodan & Dr. Kathy Field practicing Dermatologists and Co-authors of Write Your Skin a 
Prescription for Change. The doctors shared simple lifestyle changes to improve the appearance and health of 
your skin. 
  
Guest: Joan Lunden, Advocate and Breast Cancer Survivor shared her passionate message on the 
devastating moment when you hear you have breast cancer and offered the Good Day Project resources in 
your community to help you create a sense of normalcy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WPXM-TV, Miami, Florida  
PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORT 
FOURTH QUARTER, 2016 

 
Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show             Episode: RLP #14-16 
Air Date:            Thursday, October 20, 2016                   6:30 am 
Topic/Title:  Creating Life Experiences  
Duration:            30 minutes 
Style/Type:            Interview Format 
Source:                     Rose Lee Archer Productions 
Issues Addressed: See Description Below  
Host:   Rose Lee Archer     
Guest(s):  See Guest Summary Description Below 
 
More than 1 million Americans are reported to be living with psoriatic arthritis (PSA), a painful, debilitating, & 
chronic autoimmune disease often underreported and misdiagnosed.  Heroin and Opioids jump in overdose 
cases in Florida, Palm Beach County jumped 75% in the third quarter of 2016, with 1,246 opioid-related 
overdoses including 14 fatal overdoses. Over 2.5 million Americans are opioid dependent.   
 
Guest: Jennifer MacDougall, award winning celebrity hairstylist guides us through trends in the latest fall 
fashion colors and hairstyles. Jennifer offers tips to have the wow factor in hair to nails embracing the most 
vibrant rich colors to help pop the over 1 million selfies taken each day to post on social media. 
 
Guest: Sydne Summer top fashion expert blogger and show host, offered up trending online personal styling 
services to get your fashion trends in style with your favorite colors and accessories. Sydne offered solutions to 
inspire and achieve a new fall look on a budget. 
 
Guest: Joey Fortman, founder of Reality Moms.com is in the business of giving real moms real advice they can 
use. As a mom of two kids of her own, Joey knows how tough it can be to integrate learning into play at all 
stages. Joey offered creative ideas for kids from preschool to middle school age kids, to make learning, and all 
aspects of their day, more fun. 
 
Guest: Dr. Madelaine Feldman, of The Rheumatology Group, discussed the signs & symptoms of psoriatic 
arthritis to create awareness of the resources available through the National Psoriasis Foundation. 
 
Guest: Christina T. shared her personal experience living with the disease including the physical and emotional 
impact. More than 1 million Americans are reported to be living with psoriatic arthritis, a painful, debilitating, & 
chronic autoimmune disease often underreported and misdiagnosed.   
 
Guest: Timothy Lepak, president of the non-profit organization The National Alliance of Advocates for 
Buprenorphine discussed the growing problem of the 2.5 million Americans who are opioid dependent. Dr. 
Richard Soper, who has treated, mentored & counseled for over eighteen years drug dependent patients in 
private practice.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WPXM-TV, Miami, Florida  
PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORT 
FOURTH QUARTER, 2016 

 
Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show             Episode: RLP #12-15 
Air Date:            Tuesday, October 25, 2016                   6:00 am 
Topic/Title:  Back to School Volunteer  
Duration:            30 minutes 
Style/Type:            Interview Format 
Source:                     Rose Lee Archer Productions 
Issues Addressed: See Description Below  
Host:   Rose Lee Archer     
Guest(s):  See Guest Summary Description Below 
 
Issue addressed: There’s almost 2.7 million students enrolled in Florida’s public schools. According to a National 
Retail Federation survey the average family with children grades K-12 will spend about $630, on back-to-school 
shopping. The Education Market Association reports last year public school teachers spent $1.6 billion of their 
own money, that’s about $485 of personal money to fund their classroom.   Palm Beach County student and VA 
Medical Center volunteer won a James H. Parke Scholarship Award for $20,000.00. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award Winner and tech & digital lifestyle commentator, offered tips of what 
goes on sale around back to school shopping. Mario presented internet buy in options that give you money 
back on your purchase to empower smart shoppers. 
 
Guest: Janna Robinson, Tech Expert to the stars, as the “Chic Geek,” with her “must have” back-to-school 
supplies. Janna offered tech supplies, security and phone plans that will save you money on existing plans. 
 
Guest: Andrea Brooks, Beauty Guru offered tips to millions of women who need to wake up the kids get them 
dressed, fed, with prepared lunches and out the door and themselves off to work on time. 
 
Guest: Raina Seitel, Emmy Award Winning Host, “Supermom”.  Did you know individual teachers added $485 
of their personal money to fund their classroom?  Investing in your child’s back to school needs will enhance 
their learning experience. 
 
Guest: Jessica Fishman Levinson, Nutritionist & Dietitian, offered how to grocery shop and prepare healthy 
dinner meals for families on the go. The Florida Department of Health states one quarter of today’s families have 
regular dinners together. 
 
Guest: Sharadyanne Salomon is a hard working youth volunteer who loves to learn and serve VA Veterans.  
Her volunteer efforts awarded her with James H. Parke Scholarship Award. 
 
Guest: Velma Hughes, nurse manager of Patient transport at the VA teaches volunteers the patient transport 
process and the core values of the VA Medical Center. 
 
Guest: Wendy Irvin is the Youth volunteer coordinator at the VA in West Palm Beach. 
 
Guest: Mary Philips is the Chief of Volunteer Services at the VA Medical Center, West Palm Beach.  Mary is 
committed to selecting quality volunteers to serve our veterans. 
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The Florida Department of Elders encourages seniors to develop & maintain healthy lifestyles by maintaining 
an active lifestyle of exercise.  Q1 2016 U.S. Home Flipping Report, revealed an increase of 6.6 % on flips of 
all single family homes & condo sales. Life inspires all forms of art and success is the reward for hard work and 
accomplishments. 
 
Guest: Brian Zehetner, the Director of Health & Fitness at Planet Fitness discussed why seniors need to 
stay active and how exercise has far reaching & positive effects to help boost energy & boosts your mood 
and your memory to be healthy, feel better and feel younger in your golden years. 
 
Guest: Than Merrill former NFL player, TV Host & Author who attributes his success in sports, business and 
investing to coaching and education.  Than educates those who want to invest in real-estate what they need 
to do when flipping property to make a profit. 
 
Guest: Jim Bolin, entrepreneur who created the largest rocking chair in history reaching 56 feet tall and 32 
feet wide. 
 
Guest: Greg Sample, from Fort Myers, Florida is the proud owner of Lizzy a Great Dane the tallest dog living 
who is 7 years old and 37.9 inches high won the record from Guinness’s World record. 
 
Guest: Kevin Scott took this monowheel up to 61.8 miles per hour breaking the world record in monowheel 
speed. 
 
Guest: Brad & Jen Campbell broke the world’s record of the longest monster truck owners, who built the 
monster truck that measures 32 feet long with 13 passenger seats to carry large gang of monster truck 
enthusiasts.    
 
Guest: Tamela Mann Grammy-nominated artist, actress, businesswoman, wife & mother, role model and 
much more discusses her energy & discipline that juggles it all, while enjoying the journey along the way.  It 
takes a strong woman to follow her dreams & work hard at finding success using her God given talents.    
 
Guest: Emeril Lagasse, Chef TV Personality, author, entrepreneur and philanthropist. Emeril believes “If you 
don’t follow your dream who will.” Emeril traveled a culinary journey in Eat the World new adventures with 
Master Chef Friends of the food world from China, Spain, Italy, Sweden, Cuba and South Korea on a global 
culinary journey. This project made Emeril’s dreams come true. 
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According to the Insurance Information Institute, damages from severe weather; hurricanes, fires, tornadoes, 
floods, earthquakes & winter storms cost $29 billion per year. FEMA & Ready.GOV offer resources to get a 
Family Emergency Preparedness Plan. Nearly 1 in 5 --parents rated their own stress levels at a maximum 10 
out of 10. Florida Department of Juvenile Justice public safety and delinquency in Florida are trending down in 
the past two years. 
 
Guest: Ereka Vitrini discussed time saving survival tips. WebMD Stress in Children Consumer Survey found 1 
in 5 parents rated their stress level at 10 out of 10. The American Academy of Pediatrics reports “A child’s 
stress can increase along with family stress if not recognized.” 
 
Guest: Dr. Marcia Brose, Associate Professor of Otorhinolaryngology and thyroid cancer patient Victoria 
Ballesteros offered the truth & myths about Thyroid Cancer. 
 
Guest: Jeanne Salvatore, VP, Chief Communications Officer & Consumer spokesperson for Public Affairs at 
the Insurance Information Institute. More renters live in Miami then other parts of Florida and need flood 
insurance. Jeanne offered an insurance check list and free resources. 
 
Guest: Ready.gov government footage was shared to promote Family Emergency Plan on to organize 
family information and help you develop a plan that will work for you. 
 
Guest: Craig Fugate past Director of Florida's Division of Emergency Management now Administrator of the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency, FEMA, offered resources and support to help Florida viewers get 
past Hurricane Season. 
 
Guest: Phylicia Rashad offers her celebrity status to advance and improve the lives of our youth through 
Florida’s AMI kids. The organization headquartered in Tampa works in partnership with youth agencies, 
local communities and families to offer troubled youth the support they need. 
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Floridians need to get educated on energy policies to voice our opinions on policies that will affect us for the 
next four years to our elected officials and cross the party lines to unite. A new National Survey reveals about 
half how women are having lower sex drive that strains relationship and impact on their well-being. Cruising 
and excursions have teamed up with the discovery channel. A new free online tool helps to calculate a 
patient’s individual risk when having surgery and identifies through six different tools to identify top performing 
hospitals for each particular procedure, because different surgeries have different risk factors. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award winning technology and digital lifestyle commentator offered his pics to 
increase the cool factor from STEM (Science Technology Engineering & Math projects for young scientists to 
protecting our tech investments from breaking 
 
Guest: Jill Whelen, Celebrations Ambassador shared the importance of taking time to enjoy life experiences 
and traveling to recharge your life by celebrating on a cruise to your favorite destination and experiencing an 
excursion to discover other cultures.   
 
Guest: Jack Gerard, President and CEO of The American Petroleum Institute shared a recent poll and 
thoughts on how the election will affect energy policies. The poll revealed the American people are still focused 
on the energy issues and want the politicians running for office to be honest about our choices with the public 
70 % of American people say they want to support the production of energy resources we have here in the US.  
 
Guest: Dr. Leah Millheiser, Clinical Asst. Professor of Obstetrics & Gynecology at Stanford University, 
discussed a new national survey that reveals about half of women in the US are having lower sex drive more 
than in the past and are just dealing with it despite the strain on their relationships and the impact on their well-
being.  
 
Guest:  Dr. Archelle Georgiou, physician, consumer Advocate, medical Reporter and advisor to 
HEALTHGRADES.  Dr. Georgio offered Florida viewer’s tips on how to avoid risk in surgeries and how a new 
free online tool can help patients planning a particular surgery identify a hospital in Florida that would be the 
best for a particular procedure through this new surgical risk assessment tool.  
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Issue The public can check a charity that solicits in the State of Florida and how they spend their donations 
by contacting the Florida Department of Agriculture.  According to the Florida Department of Health about 
1700 Floridians died of Liver Cancer last year. Technology can improve your productivity and quality of life 
and save money. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Technology and Digital lifestyle expert stressed that organization is key to keeping 
the stress down and the productivity up.  There are ways to get technology for a fraction of the price by 
upgrading and swapping out your old devices. 
 
Guest: Jill Cataldo, coupon expert shared a new App that helps you discover the best prices in over 800 
retailers, by comparing the best sales price. 
 
Guest: Sandra Lee, Lifestyle Expert shared how to create tasty meals to our family with some interesting 
and tasty options for quick easy wholesome meal solutions. 
 
Guest: Pam Brewer, “Cheesemonger” and expert in cheese tastes and pairing of cheeses, fruits and 
beverages and Craig Culver co-founder of Culver’s restaurants help Floridians up our “curd I.Q.” for National 
Cheese Curd Day. 
 
Guest: Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, Consumer Hotline helps the public check 
out whether or not a charitable organization is properly registered. You can also find out how that 
organization spends their donation. In 2014, Macy’s department stores donated over 27 million dollars to 
about 6,000 nonprofit organizations.  
 
Guest: DR. Myron Schwartz, Director of Liver Surgery, Mount Sinai Medical Center & Thomas Nealon III, 
National Board Chair and Chief Executive Officer, American Liver Foundation from Miami discussed the 
increase in Liver cancer the sixth most common cancer in the world and the second most common- cause of 
death from cancer worldwide. 
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Richard Nixon signed a proclamation making Father’s Day a federal holiday in 1972. According to the 
National Retail Federation survey one in five shoppers picked new gadgets for Dad such totaling 1.6 billion 
dollars. Americans will eat more than 7 billion hot dogs between Memorial Day and Labor Day.  According to 
the Gun Violence Archive, there were over 8,000 deaths from gun violence last year. The American Heart 
Association reports on the average Americans consumes -22 teaspoons of added sugar a day. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong Emmy Award winning technology and digital lifestyle commentator, helped prove that 
Dads enjoy practical gifts and practical can also be exciting.  
 
Guest: Scott Steinberg, owner of Tech Savvy, Author and Technology expert offered Dads what gadgets will 
stand out as the best gift for D I U guys to get some repairs done around the house. 
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly, Emmy Award™ winner & consumer technology journalist shared new gadgets for digital 
Dads and gadget-loving grads to show how much you appreciate them. By picking the ultimate tech gift. 
 
Guest: Andrea Donsky, Nutritionist, author & Founder of NaturallySavvy.com, shared the results of a recent 
National Survey that found more than 90% of Americans regularly enjoy hot dogs and more than 7 billion hot 
dogs will be ate by Americans between Memorial Day & Labor Day. 
 
Guest: Lo Bosworth food maven and TV personality, served up a startling statistics that the  average 
American consumes -22 teaspoons of added sugar a day, that’s an extra 350 calories a day. 
 
Guest: Pam Bosley, mother who lost her 18 year old son Terrell to gun violence.  Pam shared her voice & her 
advocacy efforts for commonsense gun legislation.   
 
Guest: Stephanie Soechtig, Award Winning Writer & Director of Under the Gun, the Breakout Sundance 
Documentary. Stephanie reminded viewers America is leading the world in gun violence and protect all 
people from being prey on criminals who commit senseless killings.   
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Issue addressed: National Science Day tapped into students STEM skills of law of gravity to solve the 
everyday problem of distracted drivers. Pro-energy policies could fuel our economy by over 2 million U.S jobs 
and $443 billion dollars per year.  Understanding our body’s four common health conditions could save you 
$500.00 a year. Over 4 million Floridians are caregivers to family members or friends. 
 
Guest: Meredith Sinclair, Education Specialist, Toy Commentator & Columnist help stimulate a child’s interest 
in programming, & learn to interact & socialize. 
 
Guest Leland Melvin Former Astronaut & Jennifer Sirangelo, President & CEO of the National 4-H Council 
shared the excitement of the students working on Motion Commotion to learn more about physics, speed and 
safety. 
 
Guest: Louis Finkel, Executive Vice President of the American Petroleum Institute and South Florida resident 
share a study that found pro energy policies will lower average annual household energy costs & save about 
$360 per household. 
 
Guest:  Jackie Aube, offered simple ways to improve 4 conditions in life to know more about your body to help 
you save money on health coverage. 
  
Guest: Dr. John Sabra, practicing general & trauma surgeon discussed challenges faced by caregivers who 
provide unpaid care to Adults with chronic conditions and disabilities who are living at home more than ever 
before. 
 

Guest: Dr. Katie Rodan & Dr. Kathy Field practicing Dermatologists and Co-authors of Write Your Skin a 
Prescription for Change. The doctors shared simple lifestyle changes to improve the appearance and health of 
your skin. 
  
Guest: Joan Lunden, Advocate and Breast Cancer Survivor shared her passionate message on the 
devastating moment when you hear you have breast cancer and offered the Good Day Project resources in 
your community to help you create a sense of normalcy. 
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The Florida Department of Education is committed to ensuring all students are educated in a safe & Healthy 
Environment.  Ask your child’s teacher what’s actually required to get your child organized to function for 
academic success.  Rheumatoid Arthritis is the leading cause of disability – more than heart disease, cancer or 
diabetes – affecting over 50 million Americans at a cost of $128 billion annually. The Center for Disease 
Control defines lice are parasitic insects that can be found on people's heads, & bodies affecting millions of 
children between ages of 3 & 11 who contract head lice each year. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award winner and tech & digital lifestyle commentator, helps parents start the 
school year off on the right track with the best essential school supplies. 
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly,  Emmy Award winner and consumer technology journalist shared her resources to 
eliminate the guesswork in back to school shopping ask your child’s teacher ahead of time what’s actually 
required to get your child organized to function for academic success.  
 
Guest: Ereka Vetrini, TLC Host, shared important must-haves from her back to school survival guide. Nutrition 
and clean healthy habits will keep your whole family healthier and safer. 
 
Guest: Jennie Garth, actress and arthritis advocate, shared her child’s battle against Rheumatoid Arthritis an 
inflammatory disease that causes pain, swelling, stiffness, & loss of function in the joints, affecting over 52 
million Americans. 
 
Guest: Wendy Wright, Nurse Practitioner, discussed the importance of having an action plan and treatment 
ready just in case your child comes home with head lice. Children between ages of 3 & 11 who contract head 
lice each year. Human lice survive by feeding on human blood. 
 
Guest: Jeanne M. Salvatore, SVP, Chief Communications Officer, & Consumer spokesperson Insurance 
Information Institute discussed how to submit for a claim to get your money back fast and the importance of 
knowing the right questions to ask before you purchase insurance.  
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The Pew Research Center, reports 10,000 baby boomers will turn 65 every day for the next 15 years.  
Seniors must review their existing policies for their healthcare benefits and coverage to better understand new 
Medicare reforms. One-third of Americans say it is acceptable to simply skim the label of over the counter 
medicines.  The Center for Disease Control and Prevention reports 51.4 million in surgery procedures were 
performed last year. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong. Emmy Award winning technology and digital lifestyle commentator offered his 
narrowed down suggestion to motivate viewers to start planning early with new tech and apps to diminish 
stress. 
 
Guest: Alan Taylor Radio host of The Drive & World, renowned expert in all-things-travel offered his guide to 
RV’ing on the road in a RV. 
 
Guest: Dr. Tyler Jung, Chief Medical Officer of Healthcare Partners, shared important changes and reforms to 
Medicare coverage to improve their health care opportunities. 
 
Guest: Dr. Darria Gillespie emergency room physician shared the importance of responsible use of over-the-
counter medicines, and reading every part of your medicine label, every time you use a medicine. 
  
Guest: Dr. Archelle Georgiou discussed the importance of researching doctors and hospital outcome on major 
surgery and a new guide that help patients identify the best hospital for a specific surgery and the best doctor 
outcomes. 
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The Florida Department of Elders encourages seniors to develop & maintain healthy lifestyles by maintaining 
an active lifestyle of exercise.  Q1 2016 U.S. Home Flipping Report, revealed an increase of 6.6 % on flips of 
all single family homes & condo sales. Life inspires all forms of art and success is the reward for hard work and 
accomplishments. 
 
Guest: Brian Zehetner, the Director of Health & Fitness at Planet Fitness discussed why seniors need to 
stay active and how exercise has far reaching & positive effects to help boost energy & boosts your mood 
and your memory to be healthy, feel better and feel younger in your golden years. 
 
Guest: Than Merrill former NFL player, TV Host & Author who attributes his success in sports, business and 
investing to coaching and education.  Than educates those who want to invest in real-estate what they need 
to do when flipping property to make a profit. 
 
Guest: Jim Bolin, entrepreneur who created the largest rocking chair in history reaching 56 feet tall and 32 
feet wide. 
 
Guest: Greg Sample, from Fort Myers, Florida is the proud owner of Lizzy a Great Dane the tallest dog living 
who is 7 years old and 37.9 inches high won the record from Guinness’s World record. 
 
Guest: Kevin Scott took this monowheel up to 61.8 miles per hour breaking the world record in monowheel 
speed. 
 
Guest: Brad & Jen Campbell broke the world’s record of the longest monster truck owners, who built the 
monster truck that measures 32 feet long with 13 passenger seats to carry large gang of monster truck 
enthusiasts.    
 
Guest: Tamela Mann Grammy-nominated artist, actress, businesswoman, wife & mother, role model and 
much more discusses her energy & discipline that juggles it all, while enjoying the journey along the way.  It 
takes a strong woman to follow her dreams & work hard at finding success using her God given talents.    
 
Guest: Emeril Lagasse, Chef TV Personality, author, entrepreneur and philanthropist. Emeril believes “If you 
don’t follow your dream who will.” Emeril traveled a culinary journey in Eat the World new adventures with 
Master Chef Friends of the food world from China, Spain, Italy, Sweden, Cuba and South Korea on a global 
culinary journey. This project made Emeril’s dreams come true. 
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65 % of Florida High School Graduates will pursue postsecondary education beginning at a Florida College.  
The Florida Department of Education is committed to ensuring all students are educated in a safe and healthy 
environment. The FDA recently passed federal legislation that genetically modified foods will be labeled on 
the food bought at the grocery store.  
 
Guest: Katie Linendoll Emmy Award Winning TV Host and Technology Expert offered tech must haves and 
clothing gear. The National Retail Federation reports, American parents with kids in kindergarten through 12th 
grade will shell out $24.9 billion. Katie shared awesome must haves from laptops to cool tech and gear for 
students of all ages. 
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly, Emmy Award™ winner and consumer technology journalist, offered super cool tips to 
turn a dorm room into a cozy tech-ed out retreat. Offering tips from parents dealing with Empty nest blues to 
kids who need alternatives to asking parents everyday questions.  
 
Guest: Charles Best, Founder & CEO of “Donors Choose Dot Org”, discussed and a new one million-dollar 
fund for “environmental education.”  A recent poll found the majority of today’s tweens and teens believe it’s 
their job to fix the environment, and teachers across the country are revising lesson plans to help fix the 
environment.    
 
Guest: Ann O’Leary… AKA Alice in Dairyland, is Wisconsin’s Agriculture Ambassador, and Quinn Adkins, 
Culver’s director of menu development, offered the history of frozen custard and the results of a study 
conducted by the American Psychological Association, which found people who prefer sweet to savory flavors 
are more “agreeable” –cooperative, compassionate and amicable.  
  
Guest: Connie Diekman, Former President Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics discussed the debate around 
genetically modified foods.  Recently passed federal legislation now means that we will soon see more GMO 
labels on the food that you buy at the grocery store. 
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More than 57 million Hispanics live in the U.S. with over 4.2 million Hispanics living in Florida.  Consumer 
trends continue to evolve --offering alternatives to how Hispanics traditionally shop. The American Veterinary 
Medical Association most recent surveys reveal there are 79.7 million households have a pet. Medicare Open 
Enrollment, and offer information about important changes and reforms to Medicare coverage 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong. Emmy Award winning technology and digital lifestyle commentator shared new tech 
for a smart home and smart living technology gifts. 
Smart & Safe home solutions include easy project for the DIY challenged. 
  
Guest: Jennifer Jolly, Emmy Award winner and Consumer Technology Journalist shared the best in life 
technology innovations to work smarter and more efficient to give us more time to share the best in Life with 
family and friends.  
 
Guest: Jeanette Kaplun, Lifestyle expert and Journalist presented new options for Hispanic consumers to shop 
& save money as the savviest of shoppers are turning to trusted apps to save cash. 
 
Guest: Dr. Ruth MacPete, Pet Vet discussed our pets nutrition that depends on their food intake and the 
importance of readings labels and how 79.7 million households with pets should be reading labels to make 
sure their pet is getting nutritious meals.  
 
Guest: Dr. Dedra Marshall, a board certified physician in family medicine urged    
Florida residents who turn 65 to take a proactive approach to get informed of important information about 
Medicare enrollment periods and how to determine whether you are eligible, when to enroll, and how to avoid 
late enrollment penalties.  
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According to the Insurance Information Institute, damages from severe weather; hurricanes, fires, tornadoes, 
floods, earthquakes & winter storms cost $29 billion per year. FEMA & Ready.GOV offer resources to get a 
Family Emergency Preparedness Plan. Nearly 1 in 5 --parents rated their own stress levels at a maximum 10 
out of 10. Florida Department of Juvenile Justice public safety and delinquency in Florida are trending down in 
the past two years. 
 
Guest: Ereka Vitrini discussed time saving survival tips. WebMD Stress in Children Consumer Survey found 1 
in 5 parents rated their stress level at 10 out of 10. The American Academy of Pediatrics reports “A child’s 
stress can increase along with family stress if not recognized.” 
 
Guest: Dr. Marcia Brose, Associate Professor of Otorhinolaryngology and thyroid cancer patient Victoria 
Ballesteros offered the truth & myths about Thyroid Cancer. 
 
Guest: Jeanne Salvatore, VP, Chief Communications Officer & Consumer spokesperson for Public Affairs at 
the Insurance Information Institute. More renters live in Miami then other parts of Florida and need flood 
insurance. Jeanne offered an insurance check list and free resources. 
 
Guest: Ready.gov government footage was shared to promote Family Emergency Plan on to organize 
family information and help you develop a plan that will work for you. 
 
Guest: Craig Fugate past Director of Florida's Division of Emergency Management now Administrator of the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency, FEMA, offered resources and support to help Florida viewers get 
past Hurricane Season. 
 
Guest: Phylicia Rashad offers her celebrity status to advance and improve the lives of our youth through 
Florida’s AMI kids. The organization headquartered in Tampa works in partnership with youth agencies, 
local communities and families to offer troubled youth the support they need. 
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More than 1 million Americans are reported to be living with psoriatic arthritis (PSA), a painful, debilitating, & 
chronic autoimmune disease often underreported and misdiagnosed.  Heroin and Opioids jump in overdose 
cases in Florida, Palm Beach County jumped 75% in the third quarter of 2016, with 1,246 opioid-related 
overdoses including 14 fatal overdoses. Over 2.5 million Americans are opioid dependent.   
 
Guest: Jennifer MacDougall, award winning celebrity hairstylist guides us through trends in the latest fall 
fashion colors and hairstyles. Jennifer offers tips to have the wow factor in hair to nails embracing the most 
vibrant rich colors to help pop the over 1 million selfies taken each day to post on social media. 
 
Guest: Sydne Summer top fashion expert blogger and show host, offered up trending online personal styling 
services to get your fashion trends in style with your favorite colors and accessories. Sydne offered solutions to 
inspire and achieve a new fall look on a budget. 
 
Guest: Joey Fortman, founder of Reality Moms.com is in the business of giving real moms real advice they can 
use. As a mom of two kids of her own, Joey knows how tough it can be to integrate learning into play at all 
stages. Joey offered creative ideas for kids from preschool to middle school age kids, to make learning, and all 
aspects of their day, more fun. 
 
Guest: Dr. Madelaine Feldman, of The Rheumatology Group, discussed the signs & symptoms of psoriatic 
arthritis to create awareness of the resources available through the National Psoriasis Foundation. 
 
Guest: Christina T. shared her personal experience living with the disease including the physical and emotional 
impact. More than 1 million Americans are reported to be living with psoriatic arthritis, a painful, debilitating, & 
chronic autoimmune disease often underreported and misdiagnosed.   
 
Guest: Timothy Lepak, president of the non-profit organization The National Alliance of Advocates for 
Buprenorphine discussed the growing problem of the 2.5 million Americans who are opioid dependent. Dr. 
Richard Soper, who has treated, mentored & counseled for over eighteen years drug dependent patients in 
private practice.    
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Issue addressed: National Science Day tapped into students STEM skills of law of gravity to solve the 
everyday problem of distracted drivers. Pro-energy policies could fuel our economy by over 2 million U.S jobs 
and $443 billion dollars per year.  Understanding our body’s four common health conditions could save you 
$500.00 a year. Over 4 million Floridians are caregivers to family members or friends. 
 
Guest: Meredith Sinclair, Education Specialist, Toy Commentator & Columnist help stimulate a child’s interest 
in programming, & learn to interact & socialize. 
 
Guest Leland Melvin Former Astronaut & Jennifer Sirangelo, President & CEO of the National 4-H Council 
shared the excitement of the students working on Motion Commotion to learn more about physics, speed and 
safety. 
 
Guest: Louis Finkel, Executive Vice President of the American Petroleum Institute and South Florida resident 
share a study that found pro energy policies will lower average annual household energy costs & save about 
$360 per household. 
 
Guest:  Jackie Aube, offered simple ways to improve 4 conditions in life to know more about your body to help 
you save money on health coverage. 
  
Guest: Dr. John Sabra, practicing general & trauma surgeon discussed challenges faced by caregivers who 
provide unpaid care to Adults with chronic conditions and disabilities who are living at home more than ever 
before. 
 

Guest: Dr. Katie Rodan & Dr. Kathy Field practicing Dermatologists and Co-authors of Write Your Skin a 
Prescription for Change. The doctors shared simple lifestyle changes to improve the appearance and health of 
your skin. 
  
Guest: Joan Lunden, Advocate and Breast Cancer Survivor shared her passionate message on the 
devastating moment when you hear you have breast cancer and offered the Good Day Project resources in 
your community to help you create a sense of normalcy. 
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Floridians need to get educated on energy policies to voice our opinions on policies that will affect us for the 
next four years to our elected officials and cross the party lines to unite. A new National Survey reveals about 
half how women are having lower sex drive that strains relationship and impact on their well-being. Cruising 
and excursions have teamed up with the discovery channel. A new free online tool helps to calculate a 
patient’s individual risk when having surgery and identifies through six different tools to identify top performing 
hospitals for each particular procedure, because different surgeries have different risk factors. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award winning technology and digital lifestyle commentator offered his pics to 
increase the cool factor from STEM (Science Technology Engineering & Math projects for young scientists to 
protecting our tech investments from breaking 
 
Guest: Jill Whelen, Celebrations Ambassador shared the importance of taking time to enjoy life experiences 
and traveling to recharge your life by celebrating on a cruise to your favorite destination and experiencing an 
excursion to discover other cultures.   
 
Guest: Jack Gerard, President and CEO of The American Petroleum Institute shared a recent poll and 
thoughts on how the election will affect energy policies. The poll revealed the American people are still focused 
on the energy issues and want the politicians running for office to be honest about our choices with the public 
70 % of American people say they want to support the production of energy resources we have here in the US.  
 
Guest: Dr. Leah Millheiser, Clinical Asst. Professor of Obstetrics & Gynecology at Stanford University, 
discussed a new national survey that reveals about half of women in the US are having lower sex drive more 
than in the past and are just dealing with it despite the strain on their relationships and the impact on their well-
being.  
 
Guest:  Dr. Archelle Georgiou, physician, consumer Advocate, medical Reporter and advisor to 
HEALTHGRADES.  Dr. Georgio offered Florida viewer’s tips on how to avoid risk in surgeries and how a new 
free online tool can help patients planning a particular surgery identify a hospital in Florida that would be the 
best for a particular procedure through this new surgical risk assessment tool.  
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The Pew Research Center, reports 10,000 baby boomers will turn 65 every day for the next 15 years.  
Seniors must review their existing policies for their healthcare benefits and coverage to better understand new 
Medicare reforms. One-third of Americans say it is acceptable to simply skim the label of over the counter 
medicines.  The Center for Disease Control and Prevention reports 51.4 million in surgery procedures were 
performed last year. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong. Emmy Award winning technology and digital lifestyle commentator offered his 
narrowed down suggestion to motivate viewers to start planning early with new tech and apps to diminish 
stress. 
 
Guest: Alan Taylor Radio host of The Drive & World, renowned expert in all-things-travel offered his guide to 
RV’ing on the road in a RV. 
 
Guest: Dr. Tyler Jung, Chief Medical Officer of Healthcare Partners, shared important changes and reforms to 
Medicare coverage to improve their health care opportunities. 
 
Guest: Dr. Darria Gillespie emergency room physician shared the importance of responsible use of over-the-
counter medicines, and reading every part of your medicine label, every time you use a medicine. 
  
Guest: Dr. Archelle Georgiou discussed the importance of researching doctors and hospital outcome on major 
surgery and a new guide that help patients identify the best hospital for a specific surgery and the best doctor 
outcomes. 
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The Florida Department of Elders encourages seniors to develop & maintain healthy lifestyles by maintaining 
an active lifestyle of exercise.  Q1 2016 U.S. Home Flipping Report, revealed an increase of 6.6 % on flips of 
all single family homes & condo sales. Life inspires all forms of art and success is the reward for hard work and 
accomplishments. 
 
Guest: Brian Zehetner, the Director of Health & Fitness at Planet Fitness discussed why seniors need to 
stay active and how exercise has far reaching & positive effects to help boost energy & boosts your mood 
and your memory to be healthy, feel better and feel younger in your golden years. 
 
Guest: Than Merrill former NFL player, TV Host & Author who attributes his success in sports, business and 
investing to coaching and education.  Than educates those who want to invest in real-estate what they need 
to do when flipping property to make a profit. 
 
Guest: Jim Bolin, entrepreneur who created the largest rocking chair in history reaching 56 feet tall and 32 
feet wide. 
 
Guest: Greg Sample, from Fort Myers, Florida is the proud owner of Lizzy a Great Dane the tallest dog living 
who is 7 years old and 37.9 inches high won the record from Guinness’s World record. 
 
Guest: Kevin Scott took this monowheel up to 61.8 miles per hour breaking the world record in monowheel 
speed. 
 
Guest: Brad & Jen Campbell broke the world’s record of the longest monster truck owners, who built the 
monster truck that measures 32 feet long with 13 passenger seats to carry large gang of monster truck 
enthusiasts.    
 
Guest: Tamela Mann Grammy-nominated artist, actress, businesswoman, wife & mother, role model and 
much more discusses her energy & discipline that juggles it all, while enjoying the journey along the way.  It 
takes a strong woman to follow her dreams & work hard at finding success using her God given talents.    
 
Guest: Emeril Lagasse, Chef TV Personality, author, entrepreneur and philanthropist. Emeril believes “If you 
don’t follow your dream who will.” Emeril traveled a culinary journey in Eat the World new adventures with 
Master Chef Friends of the food world from China, Spain, Italy, Sweden, Cuba and South Korea on a global 
culinary journey. This project made Emeril’s dreams come true. 
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A new study reveals the financial and emotional impact Managing Long-Term Care Risk reveals startling key 
findings about the financial & emotional impact of not planning for long term care approximately 23.5 million 
adult Americans that’s 1 in 10 Americans live with insomnia.  Every year millions of disenfranchised youth get 
lost in system and resources here in Florida.  
 
Guest: Andrew Bucklee, Senior VP at Lincoln Financial addressed the confusion and myths to reveal the 
findings of a study of Managing Long Term Care Risks and the questions viewers need to address.  
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong. Emmy Award winning technology and digital lifestyle commentator shared reasons for 
families that play together- stay together and enjoy family projects and music. 
 
Guest: Dr. Natalie Dautovich, National Sleep Foundation Environmental Scholar and Zac Taylor father of two, 
husband and business owner is one of the 23.5 million Americans living with insomnia.  They both discussed a 
new awareness campaign “Beyond Tired” from the National Sleep Foundation.  
 
Guest: Bill Berloni animal trainer is a Tony Award Honoree for Excellence in Theater and has been rescuing 
dogs, including senior dogs from shelters to train then for TV, film and stage performances.    
  
Guest: Phylicia Rashad, Tony Award Winning Actress joined AMIkids to help disenfranchised youths who are 
lost in the cracks of the judicial system. David and Andrea are graduates of AMIkids who have worked hard to 
create success in their lives. 
 
Guest: VA Medical Center, West Palm Beach featured four guests Colleen Snead, Chief of Audiology & 
Speech Pathology and volunteer for the Honor Flight. Ray Rios, Medical Support Assistant, and volunteer for 
the Honor Flight. Elizabeth Santiago, Patients Advocate and volunteer for Young Marines of the Palm Beaches 
Gene Braxton, Cultural Transformation Facilitator and volunteer for Project 425. 
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About 10 % of Americans say they’ve been a victim of package theft, according to the website 
InsuranceQuotes.com.  Sleep is so important mostly when 23.9 million Americans suffer from insomnia.   
138 million Americans are stressed out due to financial problems. An estimated 3.2 million people in Florida 
have disabilities. 
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly, Emmy award winner and consumer technology journalist. Secure and soothing are two 
factors that will keep us feeling confident to get through the holiday season from digital home security to 
protecting our home from our gifts being stolen at our door by porch pirates. 
 
Guest: Joey Fortman, Founder of Reality Moms and mother of two, shared her expert tips for a few of her 
best holiday gift ideas to inspire, educate and entertain kids of all ages. 
 
Guest: Dr. Natalie Dautovich, Environmental Scholar at the National Sleep Foundation discussed the 23.5 
million adults nationwide living with insomnia, sleep is an ongoing struggle every day of the year.  
Dr. Dautovich works with Beyond Tired, an educational program from the National Sleep Foundation to 
receive treatment resources.  
 
Guest: Valencia Garden, insomnia sufferer and advocate at Beyond Tired. Valencia shared her lessons 
learned and highlighted through personal stories to overcome sleep difficulties.- 
 
Guest: John Hope Bryant, Operation HOPE, Founder, explained how everyone can unload their problems 
on a financial advisor for free to gain control their finances through a financial education non-profit,  
 
Guest: Brad Dinsmore, head of Consumer Banking at SunTrust said over 700,000 people have sought out 
help through Operation HOPE and ONUP.com receive help to take the first step to financial literacy and 
financial dignity.  
 
Guest: Steven Abrams, Palm Beach County Commissioners offered a Proclamation for Disability 
Employment Awareness Month. 3.2 million people in Florida have disabilities. Commissioner Abrams 
presented Pat Archer a Proclamation to Archer Disability Foundation. 
 
Guest: Cindy Soucy, CVS HR Manager in the Vero Beach Distribution Center hosted a Disability Mentoring 
Event for Indian River High School Students.  
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Issue addressed: National Science Day tapped into students STEM skills of law of gravity to solve the 
everyday problem of distracted drivers. Pro-energy policies could fuel our economy by over 2 million U.S jobs 
and $443 billion dollars per year.  Understanding our body’s four common health conditions could save you 
$500.00 a year. Over 4 million Floridians are caregivers to family members or friends. 
 
Guest: Meredith Sinclair, Education Specialist, Toy Commentator & Columnist help stimulate a child’s interest 
in programming, & learn to interact & socialize. 
 
Guest Leland Melvin Former Astronaut & Jennifer Sirangelo, President & CEO of the National 4-H Council 
shared the excitement of the students working on Motion Commotion to learn more about physics, speed and 
safety. 
 
Guest: Louis Finkel, Executive Vice President of the American Petroleum Institute and South Florida resident 
share a study that found pro energy policies will lower average annual household energy costs & save about 
$360 per household. 
 
Guest:  Jackie Aube, offered simple ways to improve 4 conditions in life to know more about your body to help 
you save money on health coverage. 
  
Guest: Dr. John Sabra, practicing general & trauma surgeon discussed challenges faced by caregivers who 
provide unpaid care to Adults with chronic conditions and disabilities who are living at home more than ever 
before. 
 

Guest: Dr. Katie Rodan & Dr. Kathy Field practicing Dermatologists and Co-authors of Write Your Skin a 
Prescription for Change. The doctors shared simple lifestyle changes to improve the appearance and health of 
your skin. 
  
Guest: Joan Lunden, Advocate and Breast Cancer Survivor shared her passionate message on the 
devastating moment when you hear you have breast cancer and offered the Good Day Project resources in 
your community to help you create a sense of normalcy. 
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Floridians need to get educated on energy policies to voice our opinions on policies that will affect us for the 
next four years to our elected officials and cross the party lines to unite. A new National Survey reveals about 
half how women are having lower sex drive that strains relationship and impact on their well-being. Cruising 
and excursions have teamed up with the discovery channel. A new free online tool helps to calculate a 
patient’s individual risk when having surgery and identifies through six different tools to identify top performing 
hospitals for each particular procedure, because different surgeries have different risk factors. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award winning technology and digital lifestyle commentator offered his pics to 
increase the cool factor from STEM (Science Technology Engineering & Math projects for young scientists to 
protecting our tech investments from breaking 
 
Guest: Jill Whelen, Celebrations Ambassador shared the importance of taking time to enjoy life experiences 
and traveling to recharge your life by celebrating on a cruise to your favorite destination and experiencing an 
excursion to discover other cultures.   
 
Guest: Jack Gerard, President and CEO of The American Petroleum Institute shared a recent poll and 
thoughts on how the election will affect energy policies. The poll revealed the American people are still focused 
on the energy issues and want the politicians running for office to be honest about our choices with the public 
70 % of American people say they want to support the production of energy resources we have here in the US.  
 
Guest: Dr. Leah Millheiser, Clinical Asst. Professor of Obstetrics & Gynecology at Stanford University, 
discussed a new national survey that reveals about half of women in the US are having lower sex drive more 
than in the past and are just dealing with it despite the strain on their relationships and the impact on their well-
being.  
 
Guest:  Dr. Archelle Georgiou, physician, consumer Advocate, medical Reporter and advisor to 
HEALTHGRADES.  Dr. Georgio offered Florida viewer’s tips on how to avoid risk in surgeries and how a new 
free online tool can help patients planning a particular surgery identify a hospital in Florida that would be the 
best for a particular procedure through this new surgical risk assessment tool.  
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The Florida Department of Education is committed to ensuring all students are educated in a safe & Healthy 
Environment.  Ask your child’s teacher what’s actually required to get your child organized to function for 
academic success.  Rheumatoid Arthritis is the leading cause of disability – more than heart disease, cancer or 
diabetes – affecting over 50 million Americans at a cost of $128 billion annually. The Center for Disease 
Control defines lice are parasitic insects that can be found on people's heads, & bodies affecting millions of 
children between ages of 3 & 11 who contract head lice each year. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award winner and tech & digital lifestyle commentator, helps parents start the 
school year off on the right track with the best essential school supplies. 
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly,  Emmy Award winner and consumer technology journalist shared her resources to 
eliminate the guesswork in back to school shopping ask your child’s teacher ahead of time what’s actually 
required to get your child organized to function for academic success.  
 
Guest: Ereka Vetrini, TLC Host, shared important must-haves from her back to school survival guide. Nutrition 
and clean healthy habits will keep your whole family healthier and safer. 
 
Guest: Jennie Garth, actress and arthritis advocate, shared her child’s battle against Rheumatoid Arthritis an 
inflammatory disease that causes pain, swelling, stiffness, & loss of function in the joints, affecting over 52 
million Americans. 
 
Guest: Wendy Wright, Nurse Practitioner, discussed the importance of having an action plan and treatment 
ready just in case your child comes home with head lice. Children between ages of 3 & 11 who contract head 
lice each year. Human lice survive by feeding on human blood. 
 
Guest: Jeanne M. Salvatore, SVP, Chief Communications Officer, & Consumer spokesperson Insurance 
Information Institute discussed how to submit for a claim to get your money back fast and the importance of 
knowing the right questions to ask before you purchase insurance.  
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More than 57 million Hispanics live in the U.S. with over 4.2 million Hispanics living in Florida.  Consumer 
trends continue to evolve --offering alternatives to how Hispanics traditionally shop. The American Veterinary 
Medical Association most recent surveys reveal there are 79.7 million households have a pet. Medicare Open 
Enrollment, and offer information about important changes and reforms to Medicare coverage 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong. Emmy Award winning technology and digital lifestyle commentator shared new tech 
for a smart home and smart living technology gifts. 
Smart & Safe home solutions include easy project for the DIY challenged. 
  
Guest: Jennifer Jolly, Emmy Award winner and Consumer Technology Journalist shared the best in life 
technology innovations to work smarter and more efficient to give us more time to share the best in Life with 
family and friends.  
 
Guest: Jeanette Kaplun, Lifestyle expert and Journalist presented new options for Hispanic consumers to shop 
& save money as the savviest of shoppers are turning to trusted apps to save cash. 
 
Guest: Dr. Ruth MacPete, Pet Vet discussed our pets nutrition that depends on their food intake and the 
importance of readings labels and how 79.7 million households with pets should be reading labels to make 
sure their pet is getting nutritious meals.  
 
Guest: Dr. Dedra Marshall, a board certified physician in family medicine urged    
Florida residents who turn 65 to take a proactive approach to get informed of important information about 
Medicare enrollment periods and how to determine whether you are eligible, when to enroll, and how to avoid 
late enrollment penalties.  
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According to the Consumer Electronics Association Holiday sales will hit nearly $34.2 billion this year due to 
emerging technologies. Around two-thirds of American consumers have purchased at least one gift card this 
holiday season. 
 
Guest: Katie Linendoll, Emmy Award Winning TV Host & Technology Expert offered tech time to give & receive 
the best games, apps, devices & gadgets that make everyday life run smoother.  
 
Guest:  Jennifer Jolly, Emmy Award winner and consumer technology journalist, with essential gifts you really 
want and need this holiday season to create a holiday cheer.  
 
Guest: Dana Holmes, Life Style Expert shared perfect gifts to stay on budget because the Holidays can be 
stressful, hectic and expensive to help you give without breaking the bank. 
  
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award Winning Technology and Digital Lifestyle Commentator, shares what 
your gaming friends and family really want and don’t look further. 
 
Guest: Cat Schwartz, the High Tech Mommy presented the latest and greatest gift ideas to keep the children 
pleased and the family safe. 
  
Guest: Jane Buckingham author of the Modern Girls guide helps unwrap the joy of this holiday season. Jane 
explained the ease of Santa’s Perfect present finder at malls in Florida. 
 
Guest:  Ereka Vetrini joined us to share her Party Pro tips and advice on how to throw the perfect  soiree 
without the stress and the number one step in party planning … cleaning the house. 
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About 10 % of Americans say they’ve been a victim of package theft, according to the website 
InsuranceQuotes.com.  Sleep is so important mostly when 23.9 million Americans suffer from insomnia.   
138 million Americans are stressed out due to financial problems. An estimated 3.2 million people in Florida 
have disabilities. 
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly, Emmy award winner and consumer technology journalist. Secure and soothing are two 
factors that will keep us feeling confident to get through the holiday season from digital home security to 
protecting our home from our gifts being stolen at our door by porch pirates. 
 
Guest: Joey Fortman, Founder of Reality Moms and mother of two, shared her expert tips for a few of her 
best holiday gift ideas to inspire, educate and entertain kids of all ages. 
 
Guest: Dr. Natalie Dautovich, Environmental Scholar at the National Sleep Foundation discussed the 23.5 
million adults nationwide living with insomnia, sleep is an ongoing struggle every day of the year.  
Dr. Dautovich works with Beyond Tired, an educational program from the National Sleep Foundation to 
receive treatment resources.  
 
Guest: Valencia Garden, insomnia sufferer and advocate at Beyond Tired. Valencia shared her lessons 
learned and highlighted through personal stories to overcome sleep difficulties.- 
 
Guest: John Hope Bryant, Operation HOPE, Founder, explained how everyone can unload their problems 
on a financial advisor for free to gain control their finances through a financial education non-profit,  
 
Guest: Brad Dinsmore, head of Consumer Banking at SunTrust said over 700,000 people have sought out 
help through Operation HOPE and ONUP.com receive help to take the first step to financial literacy and 
financial dignity.  
 
Guest: Steven Abrams, Palm Beach County Commissioners offered a Proclamation for Disability 
Employment Awareness Month. 3.2 million people in Florida have disabilities. Commissioner Abrams 
presented Pat Archer a Proclamation to Archer Disability Foundation. 
 
Guest: Cindy Soucy, CVS HR Manager in the Vero Beach Distribution Center hosted a Disability Mentoring 
Event for Indian River High School Students.  
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The state of Florida 119,075 non-profits.  St. Jude’s Children’s hospital donations helped improve survival rate 
of childhood cancer from 20 % to 80 %, for the past 51 years The Hess Toy Truck has been a holiday tradition 
offering a classic toy model truck each year.   
 
Guest: Justin Mayer, General Manager of Hess Toy Truck. The history of the Hess Toy Truck and the new and 
exciting surprise consumers can look for. 
 
Guest: Meredith Sinclair, Education Specialist and TV Commentator offers special gifts to inspire, educate and 
entertain kids of all ages to contribute to your kid’s development.  
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly, Emmy Award Winner Consumer Technology Journalist has the perfect name for the 
season … we’ll all want be “Jolly” when we give or get something on Jennifer’s clever, fun and practical gift list. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award Winning Technology and Digital Lifestyle Commentator, shares the 
best of the holiday season’s to have fun, save money, catch-up on the world with free apps. 
 
Guest: Jamie Gwen, Celebrity Chef and Certified Sommelier, serves up her tips to break the holiday party mold 
and host the event of the season and reinvent the leftovers and repurpose items from the prior holiday. 
 
Guest: Richard Shadyac JR, President and CEO, ALSAC, fundraising and awareness organization for St. Jude 
Children’s Research Hospital along with JAMIE STEIN, Vice President of Public Relations and Member 
Communications, at Kmart and Thanayd a childhood cancer patient.   
 
Guest: Ellie Kay, Author of 14 books including: Ellie Kay, Author of 14 books including; “HEROES AT HOME: 
HELP & HOPE FOR AMERICA’S MILITARY FAMILIES.”   Ellie is Mom to three children and a wife to her 
Military husband.  Ellie is working with veterans on the SING-2-SALUTE campaign to create awareness of the 
issues facing families. 
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The National Retail Federation Forecasts holiday sales will increase 3.6 % over last year as shopping is in full 
force. According to the American Pet Products Association pet owners will spend over sixty billion dollars this 
year on their pets.  
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly Emmy Award Winner & Consumer Technology Journalist shared tips to find great deals 
for serious shoppers who love to have an edge and non-shoppers who need great advice.   
 
Guest: Dara Foster, world renowned pet stylist to the stars shared her expert tips for some paw some ideas on 
what to give your furry best friend this holiday.  Dara offered advice on how to keep your pets safe during the 
holidays and remember to keep chocolate away from your pets and feed those healthy foods to help keep their 
stress level down. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy award winning technology and digital lifestyle commentator, has put together a 
new list of the best holiday gifts for anyone of the male persuasion. From keeping men connected to be on time 
on the go to the best tool kits to help the wife out with her honey-do-list. 
 
Guest: Dave Karger, movie and entertainment Guru offered his reviews on holiday classics and new movies 
that can be streamed into the comfort of your own home. Family movies offer great memories shared by all 
young and old to enjoy family time to create the perfect mood that will add holiday cheer. 
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Americans purchase around 6.5 billion greeting cards each year.  Sending season’s greetings is a holiday 
tradition. Last year’s NFL season had 202.3 million people watch regular season games. According to the 
Small Business Administration there are over 2 million small businesses in Florida. Over 10 million Americans 
have undiagnosed eye problems and illnesses. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong. Emmy Award winning technology and digital lifestyle commentator offers great ideas 
to help you plan, stress less, and grab the best gifts and deals. 
 
Guest: Bonnie Marcus, Stationary & Greeting Card Designer shares how Americans purchase around 6.5 
billion greeting cards each year. Sending season’s greetings is a holiday tradition many of us love to do and 
between shopping, planning, and wrapping gifts, sending out the cards and taking the time to personalize the 
card. 
  
Guest: Maureen Petrosky Entertainment Expert discussed the new approach to celebrating the football taking 
a modern twist from tailgating to Homegating.  Football is big business, last year’s NFL season had 202.3 
million people watch regular season games.  
 
Guest: Dr. Ann Bass, the MS Clinical Director of the Neurology Center of San Antonio   introduced a new 
approach for the 500,000 people diagnosed with MS to share their stories with others who suffer from multiple 
sclerosis at an event in Miami.    
  
Guest: Dr. Lori Grover, O.D., and Dr. Mark Jacquot,  Vice President and Clinical Director of Lenscrafters 
shared the importance of an annual physical exam and eye exam due to more than  10 million Americans have 
undiagnosed eye problems and illnesses, which most could have been prevented with a comprehensive 
annual eye exam.  
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More than 57 million Hispanics live in the U.S. with over 4.2 million Hispanics living in Florida.  Consumer 
trends continue to evolve --offering alternatives to how Hispanics traditionally shop. The American Veterinary 
Medical Association most recent surveys reveal there are 79.7 million households have a pet. Medicare Open 
Enrollment, and offer information about important changes and reforms to Medicare coverage 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong. Emmy Award winning technology and digital lifestyle commentator shared new tech 
for a smart home and smart living technology gifts. 
Smart & Safe home solutions include easy project for the DIY challenged. 
  
Guest: Jennifer Jolly, Emmy Award winner and Consumer Technology Journalist shared the best in life 
technology innovations to work smarter and more efficient to give us more time to share the best in Life with 
family and friends.  
 
Guest: Jeanette Kaplun, Lifestyle expert and Journalist presented new options for Hispanic consumers to shop 
& save money as the savviest of shoppers are turning to trusted apps to save cash. 
 
Guest: Dr. Ruth MacPete, Pet Vet discussed our pets nutrition that depends on their food intake and the 
importance of readings labels and how 79.7 million households with pets should be reading labels to make 
sure their pet is getting nutritious meals.  
 
Guest: Dr. Dedra Marshall, a board certified physician in family medicine urged    
Florida residents who turn 65 to take a proactive approach to get informed of important information about 
Medicare enrollment periods and how to determine whether you are eligible, when to enroll, and how to avoid 
late enrollment penalties.  
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Floridians need to get educated on energy policies to voice our opinions on policies that will affect us for the 
next four years to our elected officials and cross the party lines to unite. A new National Survey reveals about 
half how women are having lower sex drive that strains relationship and impact on their well-being. Cruising 
and excursions have teamed up with the discovery channel. A new free online tool helps to calculate a 
patient’s individual risk when having surgery and identifies through six different tools to identify top performing 
hospitals for each particular procedure, because different surgeries have different risk factors. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award winning technology and digital lifestyle commentator offered his pics to 
increase the cool factor from STEM (Science Technology Engineering & Math projects for young scientists to 
protecting our tech investments from breaking 
 
Guest: Jill Whelen, Celebrations Ambassador shared the importance of taking time to enjoy life experiences 
and traveling to recharge your life by celebrating on a cruise to your favorite destination and experiencing an 
excursion to discover other cultures.   
 
Guest: Jack Gerard, President and CEO of The American Petroleum Institute shared a recent poll and 
thoughts on how the election will affect energy policies. The poll revealed the American people are still focused 
on the energy issues and want the politicians running for office to be honest about our choices with the public 
70 % of American people say they want to support the production of energy resources we have here in the US.  
 
Guest: Dr. Leah Millheiser, Clinical Asst. Professor of Obstetrics & Gynecology at Stanford University, 
discussed a new national survey that reveals about half of women in the US are having lower sex drive more 
than in the past and are just dealing with it despite the strain on their relationships and the impact on their well-
being.  
 
Guest:  Dr. Archelle Georgiou, physician, consumer Advocate, medical Reporter and advisor to 
HEALTHGRADES.  Dr. Georgio offered Florida viewer’s tips on how to avoid risk in surgeries and how a new 
free online tool can help patients planning a particular surgery identify a hospital in Florida that would be the 
best for a particular procedure through this new surgical risk assessment tool.  
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StubHub surveyed people about the best gifts to give & receive:  24 % said the top gift was VIP tickets to see 
their favorite artist. The holidays are full of sharing life experiences with family & friends that are personal and 
life enriching to remember the remembered forever.       
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award Winner and tech & digital lifestyle commentator offered Apps, tech, and 
gadgets to help us get through the busy holidays and keep us safe with new technology on our phones. 
    
Guest: Katie Linendoll Emmy award winning TV host and technology expert offered gift ideas for kids and 
adults with a favorite to give kids an edge in education to learn more about STEM with a gift from a learning 
center to help Kids compete in Science Technology Engineering and Math.  
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly, Emmy Award winner and consumer technology journalist shared last minute gifts during 
the most exciting time of the year to decrease the stress to finish you’re shopping & add some joy to the 
season.  
 
Guest: Alicia Malone Film reporter, Critic TV host and all around movie geeks shared a new movie venue to 
enjoy a really unique format that offers the largest streaming library of critically acclaimed film and hard to find 
gems.   
   
Guest: Jeffrey Donovan, is best known for his role as a spy in Burn Notice who was burned by the US 
government and was marooned in Miami. Now Donavan plays Charlie on the new Hulu drama series “Shut 
Eye.”  His worldview is turned upside down after he experiences a blow to his head.  Donavan said he misses 
Miami and his friends and family. 
 
Guest: Lance Bass Singer, Actor, TV Host, & Entrepreneur. StubHub surveyed people about the best gifts to 
give & receive:  24 % said the top gift was VIP tickets to see their favorite artist, only 11 % went for Jewelry,  
8 % wanted a gift card & the latest tech gadget.   
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The number of Americans making financial resolutions for the New Year is rising with 37% considering a 
resolution, compared to 31% last year.  According to Enterprise Florida, Florida’s microelectronics and 
computer products sector has grown to 745 companies with 31,000 employees that produce a broad spectrum 
of equipment, and technology of the future. 
 
Guest: Katie Linendoll, Emmy Award Winning TV Host & Technology Expert offered her best suggestions to 
keep tech life running smooth with the newest products out for the holidays. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award Winning Technology and Digital Lifestyle Commentator, shared what 
men want for the holidays from new tech to play and observing your pet away from home. 
 
Guest: Meredith Sinclair Education Specialist, Toy Commentator, Columnist and mom, confirming the spirit of 
Christmas begins by bringing joy to children on the holidays is surely one of life’s greatest pleasures. 
 
Guest: Ereka Vetrini, TV Host and Mom of two, offered unique gifts for each of your unique members of the 
family. 
 
Guest: Melissa Gerstein Co-founder of the MOM”S offered up tips to eliminate the stress during the holidays so 
that everyone enjoys and has fun memories. 
 
Guest: Karla Martinez, Co-host of Univision’s morning show Despierta America offered a little food passion to 
spice up your holiday cuisine with Spanish traditional dishes during the holidays to celebrate and enjoy your 
family and friends. 
 
Guest: Lauren Brouhard, Senior VP at Fidelity, says it’s a common trend—economic uncertainty reminds 
people of the importance of financial planning. It’s a wakeup call about your finances and helps keep the over 
spending during the holidays under control. 
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The National Retail Federation Forecasts holiday sales will increase 3.6 % over last year as shopping is in full 
force. According to the American Pet Products Association pet owners will spend over sixty billion dollars this 
year on their pets.  
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly Emmy Award Winner & Consumer Technology Journalist shared tips to find great deals 
for serious shoppers who love to have an edge and non-shoppers who need great advice.   
 
Guest: Dara Foster, world renowned pet stylist to the stars shared her expert tips for some paw some ideas on 
what to give your furry best friend this holiday.  Dara offered advice on how to keep your pets safe during the 
holidays and remember to keep chocolate away from your pets and feed those healthy foods to help keep their 
stress level down. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy award winning technology and digital lifestyle commentator, has put together a 
new list of the best holiday gifts for anyone of the male persuasion. From keeping men connected to be on time 
on the go to the best tool kits to help the wife out with her honey-do-list. 
 
Guest: Dave Karger, movie and entertainment Guru offered his reviews on holiday classics and new movies 
that can be streamed into the comfort of your own home. Family movies offer great memories shared by all 
young and old to enjoy family time to create the perfect mood that will add holiday cheer. 
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StubHub surveyed people about the best gifts to give & receive:  24 % said the top gift was VIP tickets to see 
their favorite artist. The holidays are full of sharing life experiences with family & friends that are personal and 
life enriching to remember the remembered forever.       
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award Winner and tech & digital lifestyle commentator offered Apps, tech, and 
gadgets to help us get through the busy holidays and keep us safe with new technology on our phones. 
    
Guest: Katie Linendoll Emmy award winning TV host and technology expert offered gift ideas for kids and 
adults with a favorite to give kids an edge in education to learn more about STEM with a gift from a learning 
center to help Kids compete in Science Technology Engineering and Math.  
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly, Emmy Award winner and consumer technology journalist shared last minute gifts during 
the most exciting time of the year to decrease the stress to finish you’re shopping & add some joy to the 
season.  
 
Guest: Alicia Malone Film reporter, Critic TV host and all around movie geeks shared a new movie venue to 
enjoy a really unique format that offers the largest streaming library of critically acclaimed film and hard to find 
gems.   
   
Guest: Jeffrey Donovan, is best known for his role as a spy in Burn Notice who was burned by the US 
government and was marooned in Miami. Now Donavan plays Charlie on the new Hulu drama series “Shut 
Eye.”  His worldview is turned upside down after he experiences a blow to his head.  Donavan said he misses 
Miami and his friends and family. 
 
Guest: Lance Bass Singer, Actor, TV Host, & Entrepreneur. StubHub surveyed people about the best gifts to 
give & receive:  24 % said the top gift was VIP tickets to see their favorite artist, only 11 % went for Jewelry,  
8 % wanted a gift card & the latest tech gadget. 
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Nearly 1 in 3 families struggle to afford diapers for their babies. The Diaper Divide is a response to a 
nationwide call from the White House to address the needs of families who can’t afford the high cost of 
diapers. The National Retail Federation says 61% of shoppers want a gift card for the holidays.     
 
Guest: Katie Linendoll, Emmy award winning TV host and technology expert, offered something special for 
everyone on your list because generosity is a personal decision though it’s the thought that counts she offered 
awesome gift ideas. 
 
Guest: Dana Holmes Executive Editor of Gifts.com offered alternatives to trendy wish-list items that often cost 
a pretty penny—with more economical alternatives that will all keep you on a budget this season.  
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly, Emmy Award winner and consumer technology journalist offered the most sought after 
gifts of the season that she has tested as an expert who plays with just about every gadget, device, app & 
techy thing known to humans – as she says… it’s her job. 
 
Guest: Joanne Goldblum, CEO of the National Diaper Bank Network discussed the National  Diaper Bank 
Network and how the program benefits the community and offered the nonprofit organizations in Florida who 
are involved in helping parents find needed resources.  
   
Guest: Dr. Christopher Cannon-from the Cardiovascular Division at Brigham & Women’s Hospital/Boston & 
professor of Medicine, @ Harvard Medical School. Cannon created awareness of type 2 diabetes when 
coupled with cardiovascular disease.  Cardio vascular disease is the leading cause of death for people with 
type 2 diabetes. & it’s responsible for approximately -- 2 out of 3 deaths in the U.S. 
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StubHub surveyed people about the best gifts to give & receive:  24 % said the top gift was VIP tickets to see 
their favorite artist. The holidays are full of sharing life experiences with family & friends that are personal and 
life enriching to remember the remembered forever.       
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy Award Winner and tech & digital lifestyle commentator offered Apps, tech, and 
gadgets to help us get through the busy holidays and keep us safe with new technology on our phones. 
    
Guest: Katie Linendoll Emmy award winning TV host and technology expert offered gift ideas for kids and 
adults with a favorite to give kids an edge in education to learn more about STEM with a gift from a learning 
center to help Kids compete in Science Technology Engineering and Math.  
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly, Emmy Award winner and consumer technology journalist shared last minute gifts during 
the most exciting time of the year to decrease the stress to finish you’re shopping & add some joy to the 
season.  
 
Guest: Alicia Malone Film reporter, Critic TV host and all around movie geeks shared a new movie venue to 
enjoy a really unique format that offers the largest streaming library of critically acclaimed film and hard to find 
gems.   
   
Guest: Jeffrey Donovan, is best known for his role as a spy in Burn Notice who was burned by the US 
government and was marooned in Miami. Now Donavan plays Charlie on the new Hulu drama series “Shut 
Eye.”  His worldview is turned upside down after he experiences a blow to his head.  Donavan said he misses 
Miami and his friends and family. 
 
Guest: Lance Bass Singer, Actor, TV Host, & Entrepreneur. StubHub surveyed people about the best gifts to 
give & receive:  24 % said the top gift was VIP tickets to see their favorite artist, only 11 % went for Jewelry,  
8 % wanted a gift card & the latest tech gadget.   
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The National Retail Federation Forecasts holiday sales will increase 3.6 % over last year as shopping is in full 
force. According to the American Pet Products Association pet owners will spend over sixty billion dollars this 
year on their pets.  
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly Emmy Award Winner & Consumer Technology Journalist shared tips to find great deals 
for serious shoppers who love to have an edge and non-shoppers who need great advice.   
 
Guest: Dara Foster, world renowned pet stylist to the stars shared her expert tips for some paw some ideas on 
what to give your furry best friend this holiday.  Dara offered advice on how to keep your pets safe during the 
holidays and remember to keep chocolate away from your pets and feed those healthy foods to help keep their 
stress level down. 
 
Guest: Mario Armstrong, Emmy award winning technology and digital lifestyle commentator, has put together a 
new list of the best holiday gifts for anyone of the male persuasion. From keeping men connected to be on time 
on the go to the best tool kits to help the wife out with her honey-do-list. 
 
Guest: Dave Karger, movie and entertainment Guru offered his reviews on holiday classics and new movies 
that can be streamed into the comfort of your own home. Family movies offer great memories shared by all 
young and old to enjoy family time to create the perfect mood that will add holiday cheer. 
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About 10 % of Americans say they’ve been a victim of package theft, according to the website 
InsuranceQuotes.com.  Sleep is so important mostly when 23.9 million Americans suffer from insomnia.   
138 million Americans are stressed out due to financial problems. An estimated 3.2 million people in Florida 
have disabilities. 
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly, Emmy award winner and consumer technology journalist. Secure and soothing are two 
factors that will keep us feeling confident to get through the holiday season from digital home security to 
protecting our home from our gifts being stolen at our door by porch pirates. 
 
Guest: Joey Fortman, Founder of Reality Moms and mother of two, shared her expert tips for a few of her 
best holiday gift ideas to inspire, educate and entertain kids of all ages. 
 
Guest: Dr. Natalie Dautovich, Environmental Scholar at the National Sleep Foundation discussed the 23.5 
million adults nationwide living with insomnia, sleep is an ongoing struggle every day of the year.  
Dr. Dautovich works with Beyond Tired, an educational program from the National Sleep Foundation to 
receive treatment resources.  
 
Guest: Valencia Garden, insomnia sufferer and advocate at Beyond Tired. Valencia shared her lessons 
learned and highlighted through personal stories to overcome sleep difficulties.- 
 
Guest: John Hope Bryant, Operation HOPE, Founder, explained how everyone can unload their problems 
on a financial advisor for free to gain control their finances through a financial education non-profit,  
 
Guest: Brad Dinsmore, head of Consumer Banking at SunTrust said over 700,000 people have sought out 
help through Operation HOPE and ONUP.com receive help to take the first step to financial literacy and 
financial dignity.  
 
Guest: Steven Abrams, Palm Beach County Commissioners offered a Proclamation for Disability 
Employment Awareness Month. 3.2 million people in Florida have disabilities. Commissioner Abrams 
presented Pat Archer a Proclamation to Archer Disability Foundation. 
 
Guest: Cindy Soucy, CVS HR Manager in the Vero Beach Distribution Center hosted a Disability Mentoring 
Event for Indian River High School Students.  
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Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show             Episode: RLP #20-16 
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Nearly 1 in 3 families struggle to afford diapers for their babies. The Diaper Divide is a response to a 
nationwide call from the White House to address the needs of families who can’t afford the high cost of 
diapers. The National Retail Federation says 61% of shoppers want a gift card for the holidays.     
 
Guest: Katie Linendoll, Emmy award winning TV host and technology expert, offered something special for 
everyone on your list because generosity is a personal decision though it’s the thought that counts she offered 
awesome gift ideas. 
 
Guest: Dana Holmes Executive Editor of Gifts.com offered alternatives to trendy wish-list items that often cost 
a pretty penny—with more economical alternatives that will all keep you on a budget this season.  
 
Guest: Jennifer Jolly, Emmy Award winner and consumer technology journalist offered the most sought after 
gifts of the season that she has tested as an expert who plays with just about every gadget, device, app & 
techy thing known to humans – as she says… it’s her job. 
 
Guest: Joanne Goldblum, CEO of the National Diaper Bank Network discussed the National  Diaper Bank 
Network and how the program benefits the community and offered the nonprofit organizations in Florida who 
are involved in helping parents find needed resources.  
   
Guest: Dr. Christopher Cannon-from the Cardiovascular Division at Brigham & Women’s Hospital/Boston & 
professor of Medicine, @ Harvard Medical School. Cannon created awareness of type 2 diabetes when 
coupled with cardiovascular disease.  Cardio vascular disease is the leading cause of death for people with 
type 2 diabetes. & it’s responsible for approximately -- 2 out of 3 deaths in the U.S. 
 


